Abstract

Spatial language incorporates descriptions of locations, routes, and landscapes, and is used by humans daily. Research has addressed a wide range of aspects of spatial language, including its form; the ways in which it is selected and applied; and cognitive, geometric, and functional factors affecting its use. Furthermore, much work has been done on the automation of spatial language extraction, analysis, interpretation, and generation. To introduce the Special Issue on this broad topic, this paper reviews spatial language research framed by an extension to the well-known semantic triangle, the 'spatial semantic pyramid', which represents both human spatial language and relevant computational research. By introducing it, we hope to stimulate discussion about gaps and future directions in this important research field.
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1 Introduction

“Spatial language refers to the total set of linguistic expressions that denote aspects of space” (Carlson & van der Zee, 2005, p. 1). Such aspects may include “those words and simple phrases that encode objects and places” (Landau & Jackendoff, 1993, p. 218) and address the question: “How do people refer to places, describe spatial arrangements, say where someone is going, and so forth?” (Levinson, 1996, p. 355).

We use spatial language in everyday communication to refer to objects and events around us at varying scales, that range most commonly from the very local spaces of our own bodies, ‘table-top’ space and indoor space, to geographic and environmental spaces such as those of buildings, streets, cities, and objects within the natural landscape (mountains, rivers etc). These objects may be referred to using generic terms and descriptions (e.g. the post office, the river), official (e.g. Waikato River) or vernacular names (e.g. North Auckland). We use a mixture of different grammatical categories to describe location in natural language (e.g. prepositions, adverbs, verbs, adjectives) (Carlson & van der Zee, 2005), often in the form of relative expressions (e.g. the house near the river) as well as movement in the form of routes (e.g. turn left at the traffic lights).

The following is an example of spatial language:

\[
\text{The accident occurred in the left lane, on the bridge across the Waikato River, outside the northern suburbs of Hamilton, where the road curves past the gully.}
\]

This expression includes a range of different types of information such as place names (Waikato River, Hamilton), landscape terms (gully, river, bridge), spatial relation prepositions (across, in, outside) and other terms that describe the location, configuration and shape of objects in space (past, curves, northern). In spatial language, not only are the form and semantics of the terms themselves important for understanding; the geometric
configuration, characteristics and functionality of the environment referred to, along with underlying cognitive factors governing the way spatial terms are selected and applied are also key. All of these aspects are the subject matter of spatial language research.

The human use of spatial language has attracted considerable research interest for some decades, but the facility of computers to understand and generate spatial language is also of great potential value for the purposes of wayfinding and for extracting spatially-referenced facts from text and from speech about the location of phenomena. Such phenomena may include, for example, the location of injured people in emergency response; locations at which biological specimens were found; and parts of the body when conducting surgical procedures or describing injuries. Automated spatial language generation is already exploited in vehicle and pedestrian navigation systems that provide guidance as speech or text, but it remains a significant challenge to develop systems that can mimic and understand the inherent vagueness and frequent complexities of spoken and written spatial language.

The study of spatial language has been approached from many disciplinary perspectives, including linguistics, cognitive science, psychology, psycholinguistics, geographic information science and computer science, ranging widely in approach and theoretical underpinnings. The subject of these studies include the structure, semantics (meaning) and nature of location and motion-related language; cross-linguistic investigations that compare how location, path and orientation is described in different languages; investigations of spatial cognitive models and processes revealed through language; the nature of language used to describe landscape and place; and methods to enable computers to understand and generate spatial language. This Special Issue includes a set of articles that make significant
advances in several of these areas\textsuperscript{1}.

Human language is not used in isolation. Specific terms are selected according to the objects in the world to which they refer, and both selection and interpretation of terms are mediated by the conceptualisations/thoughts of both sender (speaker/writer) and receiver (listener/reader). This interdependence of the world and human thought and symbols is known as the semantic triangle (and alternatively as the semiotic triangle, the triangle of reference or the triangle of meaning), and has been widely discussed by philosophers for centuries. Accordingly, any discussion of spatial language must consider all three of these aspects, and we therefore use the semantic triangle to frame our summary of research areas in the field of spatial language.

Furthermore, we recognise that automation of spatial language interpretation and generation is a key aspect of research in this area, and in order to fully represent the digital reflection and emulation of human language, we present an extension to the semantic triangle: **the semantic pyramid**, which distinguishes between:

- a *human face*, which corresponds to the semantic triangle and
- a *digital face*, which reflects the digital representation of human language and cognition.

We use the semantic pyramid to highlight the range and scope of contributions in a variety of areas related to spatial language. The pyramid structures our discussion of the spatial language literature, including that addressing: human aspects of spatial language, including

\textsuperscript{1}It should be noted that while spatial language includes the description of entity properties such as shape, form and size, these are not addressed in detail in this review.
form, structure, meaning and connection to human thought (spatial cognition) and objects in the world (covered by the human face); digital aspects of spatial language, including automation and computational analysis of human language (covered by the digital face); and the connections between the two faces, relating particularly to the conversion between human and digital representations.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the semantic triangle and introduce our own semantic pyramid. In Section 3, we map aspects of spatial language research to the human face of the pyramid, summarising basic principles and providing examples of research on the use of spatial language by humans. Then we turn to the digital face of the pyramid, addressing the ways in which spatial language is represented and used in digital systems. Finally, we discuss the ways in which the digital and human faces of spatial language are connected. In Section 4, we discuss the papers presented in this Special Issue, including their relationship to the wider field of research and to the pyramid. We do not attempt to review all literature within the field, but aim to highlight some of the key areas of contemporary spatial language research by offering the pyramid as a new model of understanding the field, as a basis for future discussion.

2 The Semantic Pyramid

The relationship between language, the things it describes, and human thought have been heavily studied, widely debated, and described by many authors in the form of a triangle (Almeida et al., 2011; Dahlberg, 1978; Kuhn, 2009; Nirenburg & Raskin, 2001; Peirce, 1965; Ranganathan, 1937; Saussure, 1967; Steinbring, 1998; Tichy, 1988). We adopt and extend Ogden and Richards’ (1923) version of the triangle, as shown in Figure 1, as a framework for
our review of research into spatial language\(^2\). At one vertex of the triangle are the *symbols* that “direct and organize, record and communicate” (p.9). In Ogden and Richards’ treatise, and for our purposes, these *symbols* take the form of human language, although other forms of symbol (e.g. gestures, signs) are also possible. In the context of modern information systems, *symbols* might include many different kinds of languages (programming, schema, query, user interface, web service specification), vocabularies and lists (Kuhn, 2005). At another vertex are *thoughts*, or *references* which are represented by *symbols*. *Symbols* themselves are typically arbitrary but have meaning by attachment to a *reference*. At the third vertex of the triangle are *things* or *referents*, i.e., objects in the world that *symbols* stand for and that *thoughts* conceptualise.

![Figure 1: Ogden and Richards' Triangle (1923, p.11)](image)

The sides of the triangle describe the relations between the vertices. The relation between a *symbol* and a *thought* is direct, in that the selection of language is determined by the thought we wish to convey, as well as contextual factors to do with the message we wish to communicate. The relation between a *thought* and a *referent* may have varying degrees of directness, depending on how abstract or complex the link. The relation between *symbol* and *referent* is indirect (and hence shown with a dashed line) as it is always mediated by *thought* – by our conceptualisation of the *referent* (Ogden & Richards, 1923), and this point is key to the

---

\(^2\) For presentation reasons, we reorient the pyramid relative to Ogden & Richards (1923), to position the spatial world (equivalent to the *referent* in their terminology) at the top of the pyramid.
interpretation of the semantic triangle (Jackendoff, 1983; Langacker, 1986).

In this paper, we use the semantic triangle as a framework to discuss the research on spatial language. However, a substantial part of the current research addresses the digital representation of that language, and the human conceptualisations that underlie it. We therefore propose a *semantic pyramid*, with two additional vertices to depict the digital representations of language and thought respectively (Figure 2). The semantic pyramid supports the explicit description of not only human (the back face of the pyramid in Figure 2) and digital representations (the front face of the pyramid in Figure 2, facing the observer) of language and thought (including computerised methods for emulating human thought), but also the relations between them in a way that is not possible with the triangle alone, or by other extensions to the semantic triangle that have been proposed. For example, Peirce’s (1880) stacked triangles (Figure 3) enable *thoughts/concepts* in one triangle to become *referents* in another, so for example the *symbol* for an actual mountain can be represented, as well as the *symbol* for the *concept* of a mountain, which is the *referent* in the next tier (Peirce, 1880; Sowa, 2000). However, this model does not represent the relation between symbols at different levels as is possible with the semantic pyramid.

Alternatively, in Sowa’s (2000) connected triangles, the *symbol* vertex in one triangle becomes the *referent* in the next. Thus in a series of triangles the following three symbols become connected: the name of an object; the quoted string of the name; and the bit string encoding of the name. However, this model does not represent the relation between concepts at different levels. Another, more specialised approach extends the triangle into a tetrahedron with the additional vertex to represent the definition of a term in an ontology (Kudashev et al., 2010), but this is also unable to represent the relations between digital and human knowledge and language representations adequately for our purposes. In contrast, our
semantic pyramid represents the relations between all three vertices, including those from both Sowa’s (2000) and Peirce’s (Peirce, 1880) extensions to the semantic triangle. However, our pyramid does not support multiple tiers of representation, as for our purposes (digital representation of human language and cognition), a single tier of abstraction is sufficient. We do not include a separate digital representation of the spatial world vertex of the semantic triangle in our semantic pyramid as we do for the spatial cognition and spatial language vertices since we consider that the real world represented by human thought is the same as that represented by digital systems. This is because, in the same way that the real world cannot be represented directly by language except through thought, it also cannot be directly represented digitally except through thought. Many of the debates in the geospatial sciences over the last few decades provide evidence to support this view, including difficulties in defining ontologies for geographic domains that are independent of context, purpose, human

![Figure 2: The Semantic Pyramid](image-url)
language and information community (Kuhn, 2005; Mark & Turk, 2003; Montello, 2009), and the rise of informal ontologies/folksonomies (H. Du et al., 2013); notions of vagueness in the definitions of geographic concepts (e.g. *How tall does a mountain have to be to qualify as a mountain? Where is downtown?*) (Bennett, 2001; Hollenstein & Purves, 2010; Montello et al., 2003) and issues of vague boundaries (e.g. *At what point does a mountain become a valley?*) (Bittner & Stell, 2002; Burrough et al., 1997; Yu et al., 2014).

3 The Spatial Semantic Pyramid

Having described the semantic pyramid in general terms, we now apply the pyramid in the context of spatial language research, using it as a framework for a discussion of the different research areas within the field, which spans a number of disciplines, as illustrated in Figure 4. In this Section, we first describe the human face of the pyramid and summarise the research
that aligns with each of its vertices and edges. We then turn to the digital face, and finally, to
the edges and faces that connect the digital and human faces. We focus particularly on the
parts of the triangle that are most relevant for spatial language research, and hope that the
spatial semantic pyramid will provide a basis for further discussion, and for consideration of
research gaps, future directions and potential.

3.1 The Human Face

The human face of the semantic pyramid corresponds to the semantic triangle (Ogden &
Richards, 1923), and in the following sections, we discuss basic principles and concepts of
spatial language research relevant to each of the vertices and edges in turn. Table 1 provides
examples of research areas that align with each part of the pyramid together with example references, listing first the three vertices, followed by the edges, and aligning the human and digital faces side by side in order to highlight parallels across the two faces. Table 2 separately addresses the edges that connect the human and digital faces (discussed in Section 3.3). It should be noted that nearly all spatial language research incorporates some combination of language, cognition and the world, and thus when we discuss research under each vertex, we mean research that relates predominantly to the vertex concerned, even though it may incorporate elements of the others, and similarly for the edges.

3.1.1 Vertices of the Human Face

The top of the pyramid corresponds to the referent vertex of the semantic triangle and, in our application of the pyramid, represents the spatial world, which contains physical, geographic objects and phenomena such as rivers, mountains, cities, winds and climatic zones; smaller scale objects such as a person, books and tables, or microscopic objects such as cells; and less tangible social and economic concepts such as poverty and social class. The spatial world is important for the discussion of spatial language, as it represents the objects that spatial language describes, that act as reference points for spatial descriptions of location, or that are of research interest in their own right. Maps are a common method for depicting the characteristics of the spatial world at geographic scales, displaying the terms used, geometry types, distribution and configuration of objects relative to another.

Another vertex of the human face, corresponding to the thoughts vertex on the semantic triangle, represents spatial cognition. Thus while the spatial world consists of objects in the world (e.g. mountain), this vertex concerns the mental construction of the world in an individual’s mind, mediated by their experience, world view or perspective. This is the realm of spatial cognition research that is not primarily focused on language or on real-world
properties. Research in this area addresses the conceptualisations and perceived affordances held by an individual of the spatial world, and may include physical, social, functional or emotional concepts together with reasoning about them, with consideration of aspects such as scale or human perception, and their influence on the way people think about space. It addresses questions that include the way human cognitive models of the physical environment, known as mental maps, are determined by and support wayfinding. Mental maps can be regarded as expressing human perception of the form and configuration of spatial world features and hence include the spatial expression of vernacular place names that associate spatial language with the perceived places in the spatial world (and are therefore placed in an adjacent region of the pyramid’s human face). Research in spatial cognition also addresses the mental associations, values and feelings attached to the landscape and to specific places (known as sense of place, or cultural ecosystem services), and reasoning about the spatial relationships (or relations) between objects in the world (for example, mental models of containment or proximity), independent of language.

At the third vertex of the human face (corresponding to symbols in the traditional triangle) is spatial language. Spatial language only gains meaning through its attachment to the spatial world, via spatial cognition. The field of cognitive semantics deals with the ways in which such meaning attachment is achieved (Talmy, 2000). This vertex of the triangle represents research investigating spatial language where the primary focus is language itself, rather than cognition or real-world properties, for instance its form, syntactic variants, and differences across languages, dialects, contexts etc. Human language that describes relative location (also known as locative expressions) is an important and widely researched type of spatial language, in which the location of an object is described by reference to some other object. The latter is known as the reference object, relatum, landmark or ground, while the object whose location is being described is known as the locatum, trajector or figure (Lehmann,
1983). The specific location of the located object in space relative to the reference object, is described using a spatial relation term. Spatial relation terms are commonly prepositions in English (e.g. I live in Orewa; the house is beside the river, turn left at the intersection), but may also be verbs (particularly commonly in verb-framed languages such as Spanish) (the road crosses the park) or adverbs (the road extends uphill), or consist of multiword phrases (the road extends in line with the Waikato River) (Papafragou et al., 2002). The most basic form of spatial location description consists of three elements: located object, spatial relation term and reference object, but many other forms of expression are also used regularly, and may include adjectives that indicate location (the seaside village) or parthood (the central part of the city), adverbs that indicate location (the river runs northward or the road runs uphill) or degree (directly across the road, just beside the church) or deictic spatial relation terms (expressions whose interpretation depends on context, usually the current location of the observer), such as (she sat on this side and he was in that corner, she saw cows over there, but donkeys here) (Stock et al., 2021). Research that aligns with this vertex addresses the syntax, frequency and nature of spatial language.

3.1.2 Edges of the Human Face

Much research addressing spatial language involves not only the language itself, but also aspects of spatial cognition, since the two are so closely entwined (Whorf, 2012), and this is represented in the semantic pyramid by the spatial language-spatial cognition edge. This edge may be read in both directions: it represents the process of selection of language to describe the spatial world, according to spatial cognition; as well as the influence of spatial cognition on the organisation and use of spatial language. The selection of language that describes spatial location (especially spatial relation terms) has been shown to be organised according to several underlying cognitive factors, including:
• the influence of metaphors on the language used to describe the location of objects in the spatial world, known as image schemata (for example, cities are conceptualised as containers, as is evident in phrases such as I live in the city, while islands are seen as platforms as in the phrase I live on an island) (Lakoff & Johnson, 2008; Mark, 1989);
• the perspective of the observer when describing a scene from either a survey (from above, bird’s eye view, as in “houses in the valley”) or route (moving through the landscape as in “a house every now and then through the valley.”) (Talmy, 2000, p. 71) and
• the spatial reference frame used for particular spatial relation terms, known as projective spatial relations (e.g. left, right, in front of) which depend on the observation frame of the observer, with the intrinsic reference frame describing location relative to the axes of the object (the lamp post in front of the shop), the relative reference frame relative to the observer (he stood to the left of the postbox) and the absolute reference frame using cardinal directions (the house to the west of the city)³ (Levinson, 2003; Shusterman & Li, 2016; Tenbrink, 2011).

Similarly, cognitive factors influence the selection of spatial language that is used to describe routes, including aspects such as:
• the tendency to select landmarks with certain properties (e.g. prominence, size, type) when providing route descriptions, known as landmark salience and
• the influence on the quality of route descriptions on people’s ability to successfully navigate.

³ Reference frames have also been classified as egocentric and allocentric, among other schemes; Levinson (2003) described how these different classifications relate to each other, precluding a direct ‘translation’ of terminologies.
In the reverse direction, regarding the influence of language on spatial cognition, it has been argued that the dominant linguistic use in some communities of a particular form of spatial reference, notably an absolute (cardinal direction) reference system, can result in the necessity for members of that community to think in that particular way (Levinson, 1997).

Studies of the acquisition of spatial language, both in childhood and by second language learners also sit along the *spatial cognition-spatial language* edge and have been widely studied following seminal work by Piaget and Inhelder (Piaget & Inhelder, 1956). Children learn spatial language gradually as they grow, with spatial oppositions (e.g. up/down, in/out, on/off) emerging earlier than other spatial prepositions (e.g. at, with, by) (Tomasello, 1987), with variations in attainment of terms and concepts varying with the language (Choi et al., 1999); and difficulties in attaining complex frames of reference (Shusterman & Li, 2016).

Studies of spatial language learning among second language learners have shown commonalities in the basic system for expression of spatial relations across languages (Becker & Carroll, 1997).

One of the challenges of research that addresses the relationship between spatial language and spatial cognition is the development of appropriate experimental methods, with methods based on detailed analysis of language use. For instance, cognitive discourse analysis (CODA) (Tenbrink, 2020, p. 2) may be most appropriate for identifying principles governing unconstrained language use, protocol analysis (Ericsson & Simon, 1984) for identifying thought processes during problem solving (including spatial contexts) and psycholinguistic methodologies (Cutler et al., 2005) for addressing specific factors in highly controlled language elicitation scenarios.

The edge that connects the *spatial cognition* vertex to the *spatial world* vertex, describes the ways in which individuals conceptualise objects in their minds. While there is much research
addressing human conceptualisations of the spatial world, one particularly relevant topic is human conceptualisations of landscape, investigation of which goes beyond linguistic studies of the language used to describe landscape (see below, when we discuss research on the edge connecting spatial language with the spatial world), and attempts to discover underlying insights into human conceptualisations. For example, the study of Australian Aboriginal Yindjibarndi landscape language led to speculation that Indigenous Australians may be more inclined to view the landscape as a continuous field rather than a collection of objects (Mark & Turk, 2003).

The third edge on the human face of the pyramid represents the relationship between spatial language and the spatial world. As with the other edges, spatial language research is influenced by all three areas, but on this edge of the pyramid sits research that is most focussed on language as a description of the world, with a lesser (though still present) cognitive component than research areas aligned with the other edges.

Several researchers have investigated the properties of the located and reference objects in spatial location descriptions, highlighting the typical asynchronicity between the two objects (reference objects are usually larger, more permanently located, more geometrically complex and more independent than the object whose location is being described) (Talmy, 2000). For example, the post box is by the post office is a much more usual expression than the post office is by the post box, because the post office is larger and more permanent than the post box, so makes a more natural reference object, although there are exceptions to this if the smaller object is more prominent (e.g. the post office by the traffic lights).

The problem of identifying the precise boundaries of objects referenced in spatial language descriptions (i.e. which part of the spatial world) has prompted studies of vague and fuzzy boundaries, exploring for example the extents of areas described as ‘downtown’ (Montello et
named geographic places like Mount Everest (Varzi, 2001) and generic areas such as mountains and forests, whose boundaries are influenced by the properties of the landscape (Bennett, 2001). Researchers have identified wide variations in the way different languages divide up the landscape into categories of geographic features such as rivers, streams, hills etc. (known as ethnophysiography), identifying the importance of aspects such as metaphors relating to kinship and body parts; basic element or material (earth, water, etc.); motion and different kinds of spatial relationships in some cultures (Burenhult & Levinson, 2008).

Languages have also been shown to vary in membership of classes of landscape features (e.g. hill, mountain) by size, shape, substance and boundedness (e.g. some languages may require an object to be much larger than others to be considered a mountain) (Mark et al., 2011a).

While classical models of these categories used sets of criteria to define the meaning and membership of geographic object types (e.g. rivers must have a certain width to be considered rivers), other models proposed prototypical exemplars as the way in which people define categories in their minds (e.g. a snow-capped mountain is a ‘better’ member of the class of mountains than some other alternatives) (Jackendoff, 2002; M. Johnson, 2013; Lakoff, 2008; Rosch, 1975).

In addition to the cross-linguistic studies of the way languages categorise landscape; cross-linguistic studies of location encoding in different languages, and what that might tell us about underlying cognitive approaches of speakers, is a wide field of study, involving studies of variations in the spatial relation terms available in different languages, the semantics of apparently similar spatial relation terms and comparisons of spatial reference frames (e.g. the dominance of absolute vs relative frames in different languages) (Feist, 2008; Frawley, 1992; Palmer et al., 2017).

The spatial world has also been studied via language through place names (also known as
toponyms), with the names used for places, including vernacular names (place names in common, colloquial usage, that might not be officially assigned), revealing the meaning of the landscape as well as the cultural practices and stories associated with places (Gudde & Bright, 2010; Riley, 1994).

In addition to the cognitive factors that influence location language discussed above (e.g. image schema, spatial reference frame), the selection of spatial relation terms used in location descriptions depends on the physical configuration and characteristics of the spatial world. It has been recognised that this relationship is complex, and that the use of spatial relation terms cannot be determined simply by using geometric rules. Coventry and Garrod’s (2004) framework discusses the interplay between the geometric relationship between reference object and located object, and force dynamics. For example, the use of the preposition on depends not only on physical location, but also on support, as in *the cup on the table, the key on the chain*, while the preposition in implies location control, even if an object is not entirely physically enclosed, as in *the apple in the bowl*. Talmy (2000) further describes a range of factors that influence the selection of spatial prepositions, including plexity (indicating quantity or amount of constituent elements or actions), boundedness (clearly delineated as an individual item), dividedness (composite or continuous), extension (physical extents/geometry type) and axiality (position on a conceptual axis between extremes, which can influence the use of adjectives of degree) of located and reference objects; and Lautenschütz et al. (2006) explore the influence of scale and object type.

Alongside the geometric and cognitive aspects, the influence of functional aspects on the selection and application of spatial language has also been studied, with the function, the context and the goals of the sender and recipient of spatial language being important (Carlson & van der Zee, 2005). Together, cognitive, geometric and functional factors affect how a
spatial scene is conceptualised and hence how it is described by selecting the best available preposition, or preposition sense out of multiple options (for example: senses of the preposition *across* include coverage, as in *there are buildings all across the country* and an ‘other side’ relation, as in *she lives across the road*) (Tenbrink, 2020). Furthermore, studies of the semantics of individual senses of spatial relation terms have suggested an ideal, core, primary or prototypical meaning, from which varying senses may be derived (Tyler & Evans, 2003) on the basis of wider discourse, scene or object characteristics (Tenbrink, 2007), adopted conventions or pragmatic processes (Herskovits, 1986; Langacker, 1987).

### 3.2 The Digital Face

The digital face of our spatial semantic pyramid (Figure 4) reflects digital representations of spatial language and thought. The two faces are connected via two edges, connecting spatial language and its digital representation, and spatial cognition and its digital representation respectively, as discussed in Section 3.3 below. The digital face adds two additional vertices to the semantic triangle: the *structured spatial language representation* vertex to characterise digital representations of human natural language, and the *spatial cognition modelling* vertex to characterise digital representations of human thought (i.e. computational procedures and reasoning methods). The pyramid is motivated by the fact that digital representations of human spatial language and cognition are an important, fruitful and growing area of research in spatial language.

In the following sections, we describe each vertex and then each edge of the digital face, and corresponding examples of research in each area are shown in Table 1, beside their parallel on the human face. Research on digital aspects of spatial language has been boosted in recent years by the availability of massive amounts of digital text data, not least through social media and crowdsourcing, which has enabled the application of machine learning...
approaches, including deep learning and its associated use of embeddings\(^4\), more recently extended through transformer-based methods such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) which are able to take advantage of embeddings that are pre-trained from large data sets, using smaller training sets to adapt them to a specific problem (for example, generic corpora created through web crawling or from Wikipedia can be combined with smaller, spatially specific training sets). Machine learning and more traditional rule-based methods have been applied to multiple spatial language research tasks, including place name extraction, document georeferencing and the analysis and classification of landscape terms, as discussed below.

<Tables 1 and 2 to be located approximately here>

3.2.1 Vertices of the Digital Face

The digital and human faces share the same spatial world vertex, as the spatial world is the referent for the other vertices on both of the other faces. However, the relations between both the structured representation of language and spatial cognition modelling vertices on the digital face with the spatial world vertex are both indirect (shown as dashed lines in Figure 4), as they are mediated by their equivalent vertices on the human face, since human thought is instrumental in the design and use of all digital systems and artefacts.

The spatial world is represented by various types of digital models, one of which is digital mapping. In digital maps the locations on the earth of physical and social phenomena are commonly represented quantitatively in vector map models in which discrete entities such as

\(^4\) The embedding of a word is a multidimensional vector, intended to represent its meaning, based on a dimensionality reduction procedure applied to words that represent the context of the word, derived for example from data co-occurrence statistics.
buildings, roads, rivers and socio-economic regions are modelled with geometry objects, primarily of either points, lines or areas that are defined by geographical (latitude and longitude or map grid) coordinates. The geometry objects are associated with semantic categories and statistics of the phenomena they represent. Digital mapping plays a key role in digital studies of spatial language, since spatial language references objects in the *spatial world*. For example, methods for automated georeferencing of spatial language rely on digital representations, including coordinated location, of places and feature types referenced in spatial language descriptions and their surroundings. Thus to georeference the *accident on the Auckland Harbour Bridge*, we need to know the location of the bridge, and to make useful recommendations to emergency services, we need to know about the surrounding area, including access routes etc. At more localised scales a digital map might also be used or created to represent the environment of a robot that was controlled by or generated spatial language.

Digital representations of human *spatial cognition* are represented by the *spatial cognition modelling* vertex. Examples include the large body of qualitative spatial reasoning (QSR) work, which is intended to more accurately reflect the way that humans reason about space than quantitative handling of spatial data (e.g. through standard Geographic Information Systems). QSR focusses on representation and reasoning about spatial relations (including those describing topology, proximity, orientation, and cardinal directions) rather than natural language terms, and develops methods for representation of spatial knowledge using different forms of logic, and inference of spatial relations between objects (for example, based on knowledge of the relations between other objects). Computational models of mental maps and wayfinding have aimed to emulate some of the navigation tasks that humans regularly perform, including aspects such as the selection of objects to reference when giving route descriptions, with studies of landmark salience exploring a range of possible contributing
factors.

In addition to digital models of spatial cognition, digital methods have been used to capture values and feelings attached to the landscape and to specific places (sense of place), including through crowdsourcing from social media (for example, the tags and, less reliably photo density in photo sharing platforms have been used as an indications of attractiveness), and using Public Participation GIS.

Digital representations of human spatial language are reflected in the structured spatial language representation vertex. These representations are extracted (see Section 3.3) from spatial language, and are intended to capture the relevant content expressed in human spatial language in a way that is suitable for computational processing. Spatial language representation schemes have varying degrees of abstraction from the structure of natural language to include aspects of human cognitive models of spatial location, and varying levels of detail. Typically they represent the key elements of spatial relation term, relatum and locatum, with additions including spatial verbs, adverbs and adjectives; direction and distance information; implicit places; motion; events and start, end and intermediate points of routes.

3.2.2 Edges of the Digital Face

Research that combines aspects of both language and cognition in a digital context fits on the edge between the structured spatial language representation and spatial cognition modelling vertices, and represents many important current topics of research on digital aspects of spatial language. The accurate interpretation of spatial relation terms (for example, if the accident occurred next to, outside, near or opposite the post office, where exactly is meant?) is important for multiple purposes, including georeferencing of text (e.g. for mapping social media content and of records of biological specimens), human language communication with robots and image retrieval (e.g. show me photos of boys on horses). While multiple
automated methods have been developed to address this research problem, most interpret spatial relation terms using purely geometric means (the physical arrangement, see below), with very few capturing the cognitive aspects that have been investigated in studies of human spatial cognition, with the exception of automated models that incorporate image-schemata (Stock & Yousaf, 2018). Also combining cognition and language, are digital methods for mapping to human language the QSR approaches (discussed under the spatial cognition modelling vertex) that intend to model spatial relations qualitatively rather than quantitatively, and in so doing better reflect human spatial cognition.

The combined consideration of spatial language and spatial cognition is required in automated spatial dialogue systems (Cuayáhuitl et al., 2010; Kruijff et al., 2007). Geospatial question-answering systems in particular attempt to provide appropriate answers to spatial questions using methods such as knowledge graphs and geospatial analysis, and conversational geospatial interfaces address the broader challenge of automated dialogue with the geographic information user.

Another fruitful research area has addressed automated spatial reasoning for navigation, focussing on methods for generating or following natural language navigation instructions, with robotics and autonomous vehicles being important application areas for these techniques.

The edge that connects spatial cognition modelling and the spatial world reflects the digital representation of conceptualisations of the world in digital systems. Formally-specified
ontologies\textsuperscript{5} are an example of a model of classes of objects (e.g. rivers, towns, forests) in the spatial world that are commonly referenced in spatial language (via the labels given to classes and the relations between them). Formally-specified ontologies describe the semantics of classes of objects using a formal language such as Web Ontology Language (OWL) in terms of their attributes (the characteristics they must have in order to be considered a member of the class), and their relations to other classes, and representing a shared conceptualisation of the world (Dimitrova et al., 2008; Gruber, 1995; Guarino et al., 2009; Studer et al., 1998). Such ontologies and thesauri (a simplified form of ontologies with less formally specified semantics) can be used for various tasks including identification of landscape features in natural language; automated ontology mapping; cross-linguistic data integration and translation using multilingual thesauri (Kavouras et al., 2005; Stock & Cialone, 2011a). Kuhn (2009) identifies the need for the classes in formally-specified ontologies to be grounded in physical properties, and proposes the idea of semantic reference systems to avoid formally-specified ontologies being “islands in a sea of different conceptualisations” (Kuhn, 2005, p. 15).

In recent years, the use of ontologies has been less popular, due to the large amount of effort required to create them, the difficulty in defining ontologies that are sufficiently generic to be used across a range of applications and the challenges in formalising domain expertise (Claramunt, 2020; Stock et al., 2012). While some thesauri are in common use (e.g. GEMET\textsuperscript{6}), another development is the use of informal tagging schemes (sometimes known as

\textsuperscript{5} We use the term formally-specified ontologies to refer to the kind of ontologies described in the computer science discipline as a formal specification of a shared conceptualisation (Gruber, 1995), in contrast to the more general use of the word ontology as a study of the nature of being.

\textsuperscript{6} https://www.eionet.europa.eu/gemet/en/themes/
folksonomies). Many crowdsourcing/social media applications (e.g. OpenStreetMap\(^7\)) allow users to add any tags that they consider appropriate (Mocnik et al., 2017). However, this approach can cause significant challenges, as identification and retrieval of particular types of landscape features can be inconsistent (Ballatore, 2016; Hall & Jones, 2021).

As for the relationship between *spatial language* and the *spatial world*, the relationship between *structured spatial language representation* and the *spatial world* on the digital face is mediated by human thought, specifically the ways in which system designers and users (e.g. those who capture data, design data models and interpret data) understand and interpret the world. Research that aligns with this edge of the pyramid includes development of automated methods for place name extraction or toponym recognition (given that place names refer to real world places), building on methods for named entity recognition (NER), a task that has been widely addressed in the natural language processing (NLP) and that identifies particular types of named entities, including locations, people, and organisations. Once identified, place names must be matched to a coordinated location in a gazetteer, requiring disambiguation due to different locations being referred to by the same place name (Purves et al., 2018). Additional information is used to disambiguate, including population; associated place names and other concepts mentioned in surrounding text; feature types and language models (Ju et al., 2016; Speriosu & Baldridge, 2013). Related to this challenge is research in modelling the geographic extents of regions referred to by place names, particularly vernacular names that reflect colloquial usage of place name terminology. Text sources such as social media and web sites have been used to identify the areas referred to by the general population with vernacular place names.

Also along this edge is work that uses language (specifically text sources, particularly social

\(^7\) https://www.openstreetmap.org/
media) to study sense of place and other cultural ecosystem services (see Section 3.1.1), as well as conceptualisation of land of different cultures through automated analysis or classification of landscape terms. Methods applied in these studies include extraction of words that commonly co-occur with landscape terms, and the comparison of words used in text descriptions to identify landscapes that are semantically similar.

Work on automated document georeferencing has aimed to determine the footprint of the area or areas referenced in a document, based variously on the coordinates of named places identified within a document using NER; the use of all the document’s text with language modelling approaches that associate sets of words with locations (Melo & Martins, 2017)); or on the locations of objects (such as biological species or disaster impacts) mentioned in text. The focus of this latter task then becomes one of relation extraction: identifying related place names and objects. Relation extraction is a generic task addressed in the NLP field, but successful extraction of objects referenced by places in text documents in still limited by the complexity of language and the common use of co-references (e.g. pronouns that refer to objects referenced earlier in a document).

The task of automated georeferencing, interpretation and generation of spatial relation expressions has a number of applications, including the accurate mapping of specific phenomena mentioned in text (e.g. samples were collected in and around the north-eastern corner of Lake Vanda); communication with robots or driverless vehicles (e.g. enabling users for giving directions about movement (turn left at the next corner) or actions such as put the book on the bookshelf/in the bookshelf) and photo retrieval (find me photos of boys on horses) or question answering (what is the name of the building next to the river?). Older models for interpretation of spatial relation terms have focussed on the rules that describe the geometric arrangement between the relatum and locatum that corresponds to a particular spatial relation
term, but the inability of such approaches to accurately reflect the vague, under-specified and context sensitive way that humans describe space has led to probabilistic (including density fields in the form of spatial templates) and machine learning approaches, which learn from a range of previous experiences with different contexts.

### 3.3 Edges Connecting the Human and Digital Faces

Table 2 summarises the research areas that correspond to the two edges connecting the digital and human faces, and provides examples of relevant research.

The edge that connects the structured spatial language representation vertex with the spatial language vertex on the human face describes the transformation from human language to a structured representation of language through parsing, extraction and abstraction. Natural language descriptions of location form only a very small part of the entire body of human language, and methods for automated detection of spatial and geospatial (e.g. in geographic, outdoor environments) expressions have been developed to extract relevant location content (e.g. to identify social media descriptions of damage following a disaster in social media among the multitude of posts that are not about location).

Natural language spatial descriptions can vary enormously, due to the range of vocabulary that can be used, nuances in expression and their relationship to context and purpose of communication, and differences in grammatical structure (e.g. *near the house is a bridge; the bridge is near the house; there is a bridge near the house*). This complexity and variability is very difficult for automated systems to deal with, and one approach to address this has been the definition of constrained spatial languages. Another approach is the automated parsing of spatial language to identify important elements. Attention thus far has focussed on extraction of relatum, locatum and spatial relation term (usually preposition). There is much potential for further advances to achieve this task for more complex location descriptions.
The final edge of the pyramid connects the \textit{spatial cognition modelling} vertex on the digital face to the \textit{spatial cognition} vertex on the human face, representing the process of development/extraction of models of spatial cognition from human models. The Sapir-Whorf (linguistic relativity) hypothesis considers that people’s ways of thinking are determined (strong linguistic relativism) or influenced (weak linguistic relativism) by the language they use (Whorf, 2012), and accordingly, spatial language has been used to extract digital models of spatial cognition, since human cognitive models can be difficult to access directly.

4 Papers in the Special Issue

The Special Issue that this paper introduces includes four additional papers on the topic of spatial language, situated at a variety of locations on the semantic pyramid, including both the human and digital faces.

The paper by Yousaf and Wolter titled “A Reasoning Model for Geo-Referencing Named and Unnamed Spatial Entities in Natural Language Place Descriptions” is concerned with the task of detecting and georeferencing words that refer to places, where the words may or may not be place names. This mix of detecting and georeferencing place references along with a concern for identifying relations within text, places the work in a broad region of the pyramid that is close to the \textit{structured spatial language representation} corner but extending towards all three connected vertices of that corner. The work aims to advance on current approaches, in analysing the often complex spatial language of locative descriptions to identify the primary location that is described (as opposed to other places that might be referenced indirectly). For example, in the expression \textit{post office near Bamberg main station}, the phrase \textit{post office}, which in this case is an unnamed entity, would be the target for georeferencing. Pointing out the limitations of standard dependency parsers, the authors start from part of speech tagged text and adopt an inference-based approach that initially identifies candidate
entities and relations (both semantic and spatial) before generating further categorisations based on adjacency between entities where one of the entities is a category. OpenStreetMap (OSM) is then used to match the candidate entities to actual places, using a procedure that avoids generating excess possible matches by limiting the OSM queries to particular combinations of named entities or entity types and a containing region. Benefits of their method relative to several current systems for entity recognition are demonstrated in an experimental evaluation.

The paper “Multi Spatial Relation Detection in Images” by Birmingham and Muscat addresses the problem of allocating prepositional spatial relation terms to the spatial relationship between a pair of objects in an image, where the ground truth indicates that more than one preposition is usually applicable. The aspect of selecting spatial relational terms
places the paper in the semantic pyramid near the edge of structured spatial language representation symbolises spatial cognition modelling between the two vertices. The authors work from data in the French language that has been manually annotated with the class and text description of each object, their bounding boxes in the image, and spatial relation terms that have been assigned to describe the relation. The task is to predict the manually assigned spatial relation terms. They use a machine learning approach with various classifiers in combination with a variety of machine learning features that are classed as linguistic, geometric or depth. The classifiers include nearest neighbour, k-means clustering, agglomerative hierarchical clustering, and a multi-label neural network. The linguistic features include the class and text descriptors of the respective objects and word embeddings of those terms. The geometric features include measures of distance between and overlap and orientation of the pairs of bounding boxes. The depth features were obtained from human annotators’ estimation of depths of the individual object pairs and the derived depth difference. Of their classifiers, the multi-label neural network gave the best overall performance, though some of the other classifiers displayed individual strengths: for example the k-means clustering classifier, while overall relatively poor, was successful in predicting less frequent prepositions.

In addition to testing on the ground truth of an external dataset, the authors conducted their own human subjects experiments that indicated some though not large disagreement with the ground truth data, reflecting the subjectivity of allocating particular preposition terms, some of which might be essentially interchangeable in some situations.

The paper “Names for Urban Places and Conceptual Taxonomies: The View from Italian” by Ursini and Samo presents an analysis of the characteristics of urban place names in Italian cities, with particular regard to the communication of distinctive facets of place that reflect
geographic variation in dialect and culture. In its concern for place taxonomy (or ontology) and the link between terminology (in this case place names) and the referent of the physical and cultural worlds, it is located on the structured spatial language stands for spatial world edge of the semantic pyramid. The authors focus on the place type components of the names that include generic types such as (translated to English) street, square, avenue, park, alley etc, of which there are 218. The authors organise the terms into a hierarchical taxonomy that includes is-a and part-of relations. The highest level of the taxonomy distinguishes between connecting places (streets of various form) and gathering places such as squares and parks. Lower levels distinguish between degrees of artificiality and between different types of places with respect to social function and spatial form and structure. The lowest levels distinguish subtypes of the features with further levels reflecting the geographic differences that relate particularly to regional dialect or local physical characteristics. Many terms are found to be unique to one or a few particular cities, for example sotoportego (under-porch) in Venice, and alzaia (a tow path) in Milan. Other more internationally generic terms such as via do not have such geographic distinctions. The paper presents maps to illustrate regional and local variation in the use of groups of terms in the taxonomy.

The paper ‘Frames of spatial reference in five Australian languages’ by Palmer et al. presents a study that challenges the widely held view that the spatial aspects of Australian indigenous languages are characterised by the use of absolute, cardinal direction-based frames of reference (FoR), with little use of relative or egocentric frames of reference. The paper falls near the spatial cognition corner of the human face of our semantic pyramid, as it makes a valuable contribution to the use of frames of reference in Australian languages but does not present computational methods. Their study analyses sources from five distinct languages and finds that cardinal directions were not used at all. Rather there was common use of front-back (sagittal) and to lesser extent left-right (transverse) in intrinsic and relative frames of
reference, as well as ‘geomorphic’ frames of reference, in which the spatial language uses
natural features of the environment for orientation, such the path and direction of rivers,
elevation (distinguishing between going up or down) and the direction of seasonal winds. The
geomorphic frame of reference falls within the class of geocentric FoR (Bohnemeyer &
O’Meara, 2012; Carlson-Radvansky et al., 1999) to which (absolute) cardinal directions also
belong. Palmer et al. refer to a lack of agreement on the use of the term absolute, pointing out
that in some interpretations, e.g. (Danziger, 2010), all allocentric and extrinsic relations8
(such as geomorphic) can be regarded as absolute, whereas most such FoR are insufficiently
abstract in the sense of Levinson (Levinson, 2003) to be regarded as absolute. Usage of
intrinsic frames of reference was dominated by the front-back axis, with less common use of
left-right. A further finding concerned previously less well documented use of an egocentric
and extrinsic nearside-farside FoR (referring to the near or far side of objects relative to the
observer).

5 Conclusions

This paper has provided a review of some of the key areas of research addressing spatial
language in recent decades, viewed within the framework of the spatial semantic pyramid.
We have considered a range of areas addressing human spatial language, as represented by
the human face, including those that are primarily linguistically focussed, those that address
spatial cognition, and those that consider the spatial world that is referenced by language.
We have then addressed the digital representation or emulation of human spatial language,

8 An allocentric FoR is centred on objects other than the observer (in contrast to egocentric), while the
distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic FoR refers to whether the FoR orientation is determined
by intrinsic features of the reference object or person (as opposed to by an external perspective or
other external factors, such a cardinal directions or direction of flow of a river).
summarising the research that has described spatial language, and attempted to interpret or
generate the ways in which spatial language is used by humans. The spatial semantic
pyramid reflects the way in which research areas addressing digital aspects of spatial
language reflect human language.

While all areas of spatial language research incorporate all three elements of the spatial
semantic triangle (in the case of computational research this occurs through the relevant parts
of the digital face and its associations with the human face), the framing of research in the
light of these three areas can be useful for clarifying the picture of research in the field, which
is highly multi-disciplinary, and for identifying potential areas for new attention. For
example, current spatial language representation schemes (Section 3.2.1) often combine
linguistic, cognitive and geometric (spatial world) factors, but as methods for the
representation of all three aspects of spatial language become richer (see below), a greater
separation of these areas may be useful for creating functional knowledge representation
systems.

The pyramid is also useful for identifying areas of research into human language that are as
yet poorly addressed in digital systems. For example, cross-linguistic aspects of spatial
language have been studied comprehensively for decades, but computational cross-linguistic
spatial language work is more scarce. Furthermore, the computational work on cognitive
aspects of spatial location descriptions (Section 3.2.2) has lagged behind the understanding
that has been gained in the linguistics and cognitive science fields, with automated methods
to deal with spatial deixis, or many cognitive aspects of language like frames of reference
being as yet undeveloped, and ripe for attention given the rapid advances in data mining and
machine learning methods, together with an ever-increasing availability of text data. A major
challenge in this field lies in establishing sufficient world knowledge to enable context-
specific adaptations – a well-known obstacle across AI efforts; here, the idea of ‘strong spatial cognition’ (Freksa, 2015) is pertinent, paralleling ‘strong AI’ (Searle, 1980). Also providing great potential for the future of the automation of spatial language are recent and quickly developing advances in generic NLP research (e.g. in the areas of fine-grained entity typing, relationship extraction and co-reference resolution), to enable more sophisticated processing of spatial language to further the goal of more closely emulating human language selection, application and understanding. While some of these methods currently lack accuracy, future improvements are likely, with the opportunity for increased exploitation for spatial language research.

Language is fundamental to human relationships, and spatial language is grounded within our everyday experience of the world. The research reviewed in this paper illustrates some of the vast range of achievements that have been made in the field, as well as the challenges going forward. It also demonstrates our significant potential for better understanding of the way that humans use spatial language, and for the development of computational processes to imitate that use across a range of application areas.
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Spatial cognition and language

Symbols that represent objects in the world, mediated through human thought

Syntactic structure of spatial language

Cognitive factors that influence location language and frames of reference

Cognitive factors in automated interpretation and grounding of spatial natural language

Cognitive factors in automated generation of human language from digital spatial reasoning

Sensory-based spatial representations

Cognitive factors that influence route descriptions

Automated spatial dialogue systems, geospatial question-answering and conversational GIS

Geographic ontologies, thematic and folksonomies

The digital representation of the spatial world

Digital methods for capturing sense of place

Spatial language representation schemes

Digital representations of human thought, cognition, reasoning, etc.

Electronic representation of language symbolic spatial cognition modeling

Digital cognition modeling digital maps as the spatial world

Digital cognition modeling digital maps as the spatial world

The representation of a real world object in symbolic form is always mediated by thought and thus indirect.

Geometric factors that influence the use of spatial language

Document georeferencing
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial cognition modeling</th>
<th>The representation and emulation of spatial cognition in a digital system.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use of language to create computational models of spatial cognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Bateman et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>